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Thank goodness Joe has arrived and we’re more settled, and after the 
extremely busy April period we’re finally seeing the light of day finding it easier
getting to know how the reserve has been operating.  A lot still has to be learnt 
and it’ll probably be months and months before we’re able to get to grips with 
everything, so please bear with us.

MAY

The weather has cooled considerably during the month with our evenings and 
early mornings being really fresh and crisp.  The days are still gloriously warm –
Some days I feel like a hyrax standing out in the sunlight warming myself up after 
being in the icy cold office! 

After our last newsletter regarding the baboons, Jenny Gallop (site 12) sent the 
following to me to bring to your attention:-

Thank you for mentioning our "baboon encounter". While it was quite 
traumatic, we got off a lot lighter than we could have. I think that it is really 
important that people understand that merely closing doors is not good enough 
as these baboons are quite intelligent and very strong. When you have settled 
down a little bit more, I'd like to chat to you and Joe because I am quite 
concerned about that particular troop of baboons. We found it quite disturbing 
that when we bumped into people after our encounter, more and more people 
(particularly those on the ridge on either side of the road) told us their own 
horror stories of the baboons breaking in by pulling out windows etc. I also had 
an encounter with a baboon at our house a few years ago where it actually 
chased me down the corridor and into my bedroom and then watched me 
through the glass doors. I had to radio my husband and then wait until a couple 
of people came to my rescue! I only saw the baboon that broke into our house 
from the game-viewer, but he looked very similar to the one that chased me a few 



years ago. My concern is that if they are so brazen, it is only a matter of time 
before somebody will get hurt by one of them. 

As I said, I do realise that you are still settling in and have a million things 
that you are trying to attend to. Please will you just remind everybody about 
these baboons when they come to visit and can you please give thought at some 
stage as to how to deal with them?

Kind Regards
Jenny Gallop

The baboons continue to cause havoc with the thatch on the clubhouse roof as 
well as the thatched umbrella.  We had patches of thatch replaced and wire 
netting put on the hips of the main roof – guess what?  The very next morning as 
we arrived at the clubhouse some of the new thatch had been pulled out and 
lay scattered on the lawn!  We’re going to have to seriously look at repairing the 
roof properly and then covering it with wire mesh.  Almost every day the 
baboons and monkeys arrive and we watch them scaling up the slopes of the 
roof where they the perch themselves on the cap, looking as if the reason 
they’re up there is to get a ‘bird’s-eye view’.  What menaces!!

Talking of menaces, Graham Benfield was standing next to his vehicle at the 
clubhouse when a monkey stole his cell phone out of the vehicle.  Luckily the 
monkey dropped it but not before taking a bite on it, leaving behind its’ teeth 
marks! 

Really exciting news is that the WWF will be coming to the reserve during August 
this year to carry out an inspection to ascertain if our habitat is suitable to 
accommodate black rhino.

SIGHTINGS DURING MAY

1 May 19h00 B1 Bush pig near causeway

2 May 18h30 Pride of 9 lion killed an impala bottom of old runway.  
They were followed to Ebony road, went past B5 at

04h00 then seen Kudu Pan/Hyena drive 07h00

3 May 07h00 B5 9 lion seen between Kudu Pan and Hyena drive.

4 May 18h00 B1 Leopard seen opposite Sandbank Hide on the Olifants 
South River Bank



20 May 18h00 R8 Python +- 2.5 – 3 meters long at causeway

21 May 11h00 R8 4 male, 3 female lion on North River road

22 May 07h00 B2 One lioness on River road

30 May 17h00 B32 Leopard and cub at Kudu Pan

Hyena have begun calling regularly from the direction of Wildebeeste Pan.  Like 
clockwork at 18h45 almost every night I’ve heard their woeful calls and it’s one 
of those “only in Africa” sounds that we’re so privileged to be able to listen to.

FLORA

One of the knob thorn trees at the clubhouse is showing distinct signs of being 
out of kilter - bracts of light maroon flowers are bursting through which normally 
only appear with the onset of spring.  I guess it must be the watering that’s 
caused it to think there’s a change of season!

The aloes are all full of un-opened flowers which in a few weeks will burst open 
and reveal their gorgeous orange, red and yellow flowers.  What a pretty site it’ll 
be.

With some windy days during the month, many trees and shrubs are dropping 
their autumn leaves which are forming gorgeous colored carpets at the base of 
the trunks, from rust, yellow, olive, brown, orange and red.

STAFF
The staff was ecstatic when 
their new uniforms arrived 
and they look so smart when 
they arrive at work each 
morning.  The ladies have 
khaki dresses with a leopard 
print apron and scarf to 
match, black cardigans and 
black socks and shoes.  The 
men now have a dark green 

two-piece overall with black boots, socks, green combat jerseys and green 
caps.  The rangers and more senior men have combat trousers and shirts, 
combat jerseys, boots and caps.  Unfortunately a few of the items were wrongly 
sized and we are still waiting for the back order to arrive, and I’ll hopefully soon 
have a photograph of the men when their uniforms arrive.



PIGEON!!

A racing pigeon!  Yes, can you believe it?  John and Eileen Fletcher came 
across a racing pigeon sitting in the middle of the road when they out on a 
game drive one weekend.  It was obviously exhausted after losing its’ way and 
they brought it to the office where we put it in a box and gave it water which it 
gulped down.  Not having seed of any sort to give it Eileen brought whole-
wheat rusks which we crumbled and that was also eaten heartily.  Now the 
dilemma of what we were going to do with the bird – at our house was what I 
presumed to have been an enclosure for a vegetable garden, so the children 
put it in there to settle down.  Within a few minutes it tried to flyaway, so Brent 
and Daniel caught it and took it outside where it spread its wings and flew 
away.  

Magical winter sunset during May 

JEWELLERY THIEVES??

Sue and Annie had a really hilarious moment when they were out from the UK during 
April – see below:

The abundant foliage at Olifants in April brought on a major allergy 
trauma for me. I just wanted to scratch my eyes right out! So I was 
main-lining antihistamine. That combined with medicinal alcohol 
meant that occasionally I went to bed a little dopier that usual. (no 
comments please) So when I went to put in my earrings (small stud 
emeralds) one morning & couldn’t find them in the bathroom, it was 
quite hard to remember exactly what I had done with them the night 



before. Annie & I aren’t renowned for our early morning drives so I 
was rushing around with a sinking feeling, delaying operations, 
wondering where on earth they had gone. 10 minutes of searching 
later I was even more concerned to think we maybe had some thieves 
on the property. In the end I was scouring the whole bathroom floor on 
the principle that if things get swept off a surface they can end up in 
the strangest places. No joy! Still in the spirit of scouring the floor as 
I left my room I was looking down & there in the small crack between 
the wooden door frame & the tiles were three ants trying to jam my 
earring down the gap!! Another three meters down the passage way 
were two more ants trying to carry the second earring. Has anyone 
ever heard of ants doing this before? I know magpies in the UK are 
attracted to shiny things - but ants? So ladies be VERY careful where 
you leave your jewellery at night.  Needless to say when Annie lost 
her sunglasses later that week we were on the look-out for Matabele 
ants with sunglasses on!!!


